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Tiger of the Stripe. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 264 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x
5.6in. x 0.9in.Dibdins Bibliomania is an anthem to the printed book, a warning to the unwary about
the perils of obsessive book-collecting, and the confessions of a rabid book-collector. As a casual
glance at the book will show, Dibdins footnotes predominate over text, and it is in the footnotes that
the interest lies. They invite questions as often as they answer them. What is the supposed similarity
between Orator Henleys library and Addisons memoranda for the Spectator What cutting words
did Edward Gibbon write about Thomas Hearne Why should we not be surprised to find a book on
American history by a Spanish admiral in the library of the President of the Royal Society Who was
Captain Cox who could talk as much without book, as any Innholder betwixt Brentford and Bagshot
Was Polydore Vergil a plagiarist and John Bagford a biblioclast What is bloterature Sometimes
Dibdin tells us, sometimes he assumes we know, and sometimes he chooses to tantalise us. The
endnotes provide some of the answers and will, it is hoped, lead readers to discover new books and
new writers, or, more often and...
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Very helpful to all category of individuals. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the 50 percent of your pdf. I am very happy to inform you that this is
actually the very best pdf i have read in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Chr istelle Tr eutel-- Chr istelle Tr eutel

Unquestionably, this is the very best operate by any author. it had been writtern extremely flawlessly and beneficial. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this publication.
-- Am er ica  Glea son-- Am er ica  Glea son
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